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ABSTRACT 
The long burst GRB 050717 was observed simultaneously by the Burst Alert 
Telescope (BAT) on Swift and t,lie Konus instrument on Wind. Significant hard 
to  soft spectral evolution was seen. Early gamma-ray and X-ray emission was 
detected by both BAT and the X-Ray Telescope (XRT) on Swift. The XRT 
continued to observe the burst for 7.1 days arid detcct it for 1.4 days. Thc X-ray 
light, curve showed a classic decay pattern including evidence of the onset of the 
external shock emission at  N 50 s after the trigger; the afterglow wits too faint 
for a jet break to be detected. No optical, infrared or ultraviolet counterpart was 
discovered despite deep searchcs witliin 14 hours of the burst. The spectral lag 
for GRB 050717 was determined to be 2.5 f 2.6 ms, consistent, with zero and 
unusually short for a long burst. This lag nieasurement suggests that this burst 
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has a high intrinsic luminosity and hence is at high redshift (2 
05O717 provides a good exaniple of clmsic prompt and aftleiglow 
gamma-ray burst. 
> 2.7). GR.B 
behavior for a 
Subjecf hendzngs: gamma-ray bursts 
1. Introduction 
It has been known for many years t h t  spectral evolution operates in long gamma- 
my bursts in several ways. Golerietskii et al. (1983) first, recognized that the more int,ense 
port,ions of biirst,s are spcxtdly harder t h m  the less intense time periods. Concomitantly, 
individiial burst pulscs are asymmetric, especially at low energies. This was pointed out’ by 
Norris et al. (1996) a n d  later Band (1997) and Norris (2002) showed via spectml lag analysis 
tliat, if the burst was bright enough, posit,ivc: lixgs wcrc manifest, averaged over the wholc 
tinic profile. Siniiliirly, and relatecl to the first two effc s ,  the burst, "envelope" (containing 
the pcaks a i d  viilleys in a. burst) tcmds to  soft,en with time in tlie vast. ma.jority of‘ h r s t s ,  
an effect tliiit wa.s quarkified by Biind & Ford (1998). Nemiroff et, al. (1994) tied these 
effect.s toget,lier by dernoiisbrating concliisively that on all time scales, gamma-ray bursts are 
t,inie-asymmetric. Thus the later, iisiially lower int,ensit!y portlions of a, hirst  shoiild also be 
spect,rally s0ft.c.r. 
Tlie long gminia-ray burst (GRB) 050717 shows all aspects of these evolutionary trends 
inchitling overall hard to  soft spectral evoliition as the prompt emission decays and time 
asymmetries in all peaks at all energies. Features incliide two short, soft, precursor spikes 
and at least seven peaks in tlie main burst. 
Djorris et, til. (1996) also showed that. the structure of pulses in GR.Bs is narrower at 
high energies. This is another aspect of what Norris et al. (1996) h,zs called the “pulse 
paradigm,” and is p1iysic;dly related t.o the overall spectral evolution of pulses. In addition, 
Norris, Marani, & Bonnell (2000) noted that pulse peaks migrate to later times as they 
become wider at low energies. This spectral lag was foiind.to be proport,ional to the total 
peak lurninosity of t,he burst, arid can be used to constrain the absolute luniinosity and 
hence the redshift of those bursts, like GRB 050717, for which no sp roscopic redshift’ 
was obtained. GR.B 050717 was unusual in that its spectral lag is very short (posit8ive but, 
statistically consistent with zero . see Section 4.1 j ,  while nearly all long bursts clearly show 
a large positive spect,ral lag (Norris 2002). The short lag and observed brightness of t8he 
burst, stiggest, t h t  it is at, ti high redshift. 
After a few hundred seconds, the prompt gamma-ray emission lias decayed and the 
spectrum has softened to the point where high energy photons are no longer detectable. 
However, this late phase can often be detected in X-rays for many days after the initial 
burst as it was in GRB 050717. Several authors (Zhang et al. 2005; Nousek et al. 2005; 
Panaitescu et a1. 2005) have presented a unified picture of the time evolution of the early X- 
ray emission and GRB 050717 fits this picture well. 111 this unified picture, the initial decay 
component has a steep time decay function where the emission is dominated by the tail of 
the internal shock emission (Kumar & Panaitescu 2000), followed by a shallower component 
where the fireball lias decelerated and emission is dominated by the forward shock (RGszAros 
& Rees 1997; Sari, Piran, & Narayan 1998). The late decay of GRB 050717 is consistent 
with a steep decay from the tail of the internal shock emission superimposed on a less steep 
underlying afterglow comporicnt. At later times after the fireball has decayed, the emission 
is dominated by the forward shock component with an inferred X-ray flare, followed by a 
shallow decay. 
GRB 050717 is a good example of a bright, burst, possibly at high redshift, that exhibits 
many of the standard GRB features in both the prompt and afterglow liglit curves. 
2. Observations and Data Analysis 
The long GRB 050717 was cIet,ected by both thc Bnrst, Alert Telescope (BAT) (Barthelmy et 
al. 2005a) on Swift (Hurkett et al. 2005a) and the Konus instrument on WIND (Golenet,skii 
et al. 2005), allowing simultaneous observations from 14 keV to 14 MeV. The burst. was long 
enoiigh that] it was still detectable in Swift-BAT for >60 seconds after it became visible to 
the Swift X-Ray Telescope (XRT). The XRT continued to observe the afterglow until 7.1 
days after the trigger and it wm detectable out, to 1.4 days. No optical transient was found 
in spite of deep long wavelength searches within 14 hours of the GRB. 
2.1. Swift-BAT 
At 10:30:52.21 UT, 17 July, 2005, the Swift BAT triggered and located on-board GRB 050717 
(BAT trigger 146372) (Hurkett et al. 2005a). Uriless otherwise specified, times in this article 
are referenced to the BAT trigger time, (UT 10:30:52.21) hereafter designated To. The burst 
was detected in the part of the BAT field of view that was 55% coded, meaning that it 
was 36" off-,axis and only 55% of the BAT detectors were illuminated by the source. The 
spacecraft began to slew to the source location 8.66 seconds after the trigger and wm settled 
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at the source location a t  T0+63.46 seconds. 
The BAT data for GR.B 050717 betJween To-300 s and Tof300 s were collected in event 
111ode with 100 /is time resoliltion and -6 keV energy resolubion. The data was p r o c ~ ~ s e d  
ilsirig standard Swift-BAT analysis tools and the spect,ra were fit using XSPEC 11.3. Each 
BAT event WiIS ma,sk-tagged using BATMASKWTEVT with the best fit ~ource position. L‘Iask- 
t,iigging is a techniqiie in which each event is weig1lt.ed by a factor representing the fractional 
exposlire to the source through the BAT coded apert,iire. A weight of +1 corresponds to a 
fully open detector and a weight of -1 to a fully blocked de or. Flux from the background 
and other sources averages to zero with this method. All o BAT GR.B light, ciirves shown 
hwve been backgroiintl subtracted by this method. This rricthod is e ive eve11 when the 
spacecraft is rrioving since coinplcte aspect information is available during the niane~iver. 
The mask-weighting is also applied to produce wcighted, background subtracted counts 
ra using tlie tool BATBINEVT. Since tlie response matrix depends on the posit$ion of the 
source in tlie BL4T field of view, separat.e mat.rices are derived for before the slew, after tlie 
slew ilIid for individiial scgrriciits of the light, ciirve diiring the slew. 
2.2. Konus-WIND 
Tlie long hnrd GR.B 050717 triggered Koiiiis-Wind (K-W) (Aptekar et til. 1995) a.t To(E<-W) 
= 10:30:57.426 U T .  It was detected by the S1 d .ct,or which observes the sout,h ecliptic 
heInisphere; the iricident angle was 55”. The propagation delay from Swift to Wind is 
2 . 3 0  s for this GRB,  i e . ,  correcting for this factor, one sees t,hat the E(-W t,rigger time 
corresponds t o  To+2.86 s. The data before To(K-W)-0.512 s were collected in the waiting 
rnocte with 2.944 s time resolution. From To(K-W) to To(E(-\V)+430.848 s, 64 spectia iii 101 
channels wcrc accumiilated on time scalcs varying from 64 111s near tho trigger to 7.17 s by 
tlie tinie tlie sigiiid becamc undetectable. Data were processed iising standard Konus-Wind 
analysis tools and the spectra were fitted by XSPEC 11.3. As observed by Koniis-Wind GR.B 
050717 had a steep rise and a long decaying tail. 
2.3. Swift-XRT 
The spxwraft, sl(~wc+d immc-tdia.t,ely t,o the BAT locatlion of GR.B 050717 and the XRT begtan 
observing tlie burst at 10:32:11.49 U T  (approximakly 79 seconds after the BAT trigger). 
The automated on-board XRT software was iinable to centroid on the burst, however, the 
downlinked X-ray spectrum ~11d light ciirve clearly showed a bright, fading X-my object in the 
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field. XRT observations (Hurkett et al. 2005b) began in Windowed Timing (WT) mode (see 
below) 91 seconds after the trigger before going into Photon Counting (PC) mode at  310 s. 
The coordinates of the burst were determined by the XRT to be (52000): RA:14h17m24?58 
(214?352), Dec: -50”31”59’!92 (-50?533) (the 90% confidence error circle radius is 3.5 arc 
seconds) (Nforetti et al. 2005). 
Swift’s X-ray Telescope uses a grazing incidence Wolter I telescope to focus X rays onto 
a CCD-22 detector. It has an effective area of 135 cm2 at 1.5 keV and an angular resolution 
of 18 arcsec. For further information on the XRT see e.g (Burrows et al. 2003; Gehrels et al. 
2004; Hill et al. 2004; Burrows et al. 2005a). This instrument has three key functions: the 
rapid, automated and accurate determination of GRB positions, the provision of moderate 
resolution spectroscopy (energy resolution 140 eV at 5.9 keV), arid recording GRB light 
curves over a wide dynamic range covering more than seven orders of magnitude in flux. 
The W T  readout mode of the XR,T uses a restricted portion of the telescope’s total field 
of view: the central 8 arcrniri (or 200 columns), when the GRB flux is below -5000 Incrab. 
Each column is clocked continously to provide timing information with 1.8 Ins resolut,ion. 
However, this rapid readout mode only preserves imaging information in one dimension. 
Orice the GRB flux drops below -1 niCrab the PC mode t,akes over. This mode ret.ains full 
imaging and spectroscopic informat,ion wit,h a readout time of 2.5 s. 
Data for this burst were obtained from thc Swift Quick Look website and processed 
with version 2 of t,he Swift soft,ware. The XSELECT program was iised to extract source and 
background spectra and cleaned event lists (0.3-10.0 keV), using XSELECT grades 0 -12 for 
PC niode data and grades 0---2 for WT data. 
The PC mode suffers from pile-up when the count rate is 2 0.8 counts s-’. To counter 
this we extracted a series of grade 0-12 background corrected spectra from the first 8.6 ks 
of PC mode data using annuli of varying inner radii. We deem the point at which pile-up 
no longer affects our results to be when the spectral shape no longer varies with an increase 
in annular radius. For GRB 050717 this occurred when we excluded the inner 12 pixels 
(radius). Only the first 500 s of PC mode data suffered from pile-up. The WT data were 
free from pile up problems. The spectra were then analyzed as normal in xSPEC 11.3.21. 
The light curve was created by the same method as detailed in Nousek et al. (2005). 
lit t p: / /swift .gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi- bin/sdc/ql? 
2.4. Swift-UVOT 
The Swift Ultra Violet,/Optical Telescope (UVOT) observat,ions (Blustin et al. 2005) began a t  
10:32:10.7 UT (78 seconds after the BAT trigger). Tlie first damturn taken after the spacecraft 
settled was a 100 s exposure using the V filt,er with t’he midpoint, of the observation at  128 s 
after the BAT trigger. No new source was detected within t,hc XRT error circle in summed 
images in any of tJhe six filters down to the 30 magnitude upper limits shown in Table 1. 
2.5. Other observations 
GR.B 050717 was riot well posit,ioried for follow-up observations. Its high southern declination 
made it 1iIiobservable by rnost northern liernisphere tclcscopcs and the t,riggcr was just, bcforc 
dawn at the South American observatories. Consequently, 110 follow-lip optical observ a t’  ions 
were 11ii1de until iriore t ,hm 13 hoiirs after the burst. In the several observations t.liat were 
macle after t,liis t.irnc?, no optical coiint,erpart, was dete 
Under t,he control of Skynet, t,hc Panclironiatitic: Robotic Optical Monitoring and Po- 
larimetry Telescopes (PROMPT) aiitomatically ol)sc?rved the refined XRT localization of 
GRB 050717 beginning 13.0 hoiirs after the burst (MacLeotl et al. 2005). No sou 
detected within this loctdization. Limiting magnitudes (30) , bxsed on 5 USNO-B1.O stars, 
are 21.7 (R,c, To+13.67 hr) and 21.5 (Ic, To+16.02 hr). 
Observations in the K-band wore made with tlio Wide-Field Infrared Caniera on the 
du Poiit 100-inch telescope a t  Las Carripanus Observatory on two occasions: 2005 July 18.01 
U T  (To+13.7 hr) (Berger & Lopez-Morales 2005) and on 2005 July 18.98 U T  (To+37.0 hr) 
(Berger et al. 2005). Wit,liin the 6’ radiiis XRT error circle four soIirces were found of which 
one is a.lso visible in 2MASS K-band ima.ges. The other three sources have magnitaides 
of 18.1, 18.7, a,ritl 19.2 in comparison to several 2MASS stars; the 30 limitzing magnitude 
of the imago is about 19.4. None of the three uncatdoged objects faded between the two 
observixtions. In addition, Bergcr et al. (2005) obtained I-band images with the LDSS-3 
instriinient 011 the Magellan/Clay telescope on 2005 ,July 18.06 arid 18.97 U T  (14.9 and 36.8 
hours after the burst, respectively). The same three sources visible in the E;-band iniages 
were detected but had not, faded. 
Lucks,  Trondal, & Schwartz (2005) obtzxined six five-miniite unfiltered images on 2005 
July 18.46 UT (24.5 Inours after the burst), using one of Tenagra observatory’s 0.35-m telc- 
scopes with an AP6 CCD at Perth, Western Australia. No new source was detected within 
thc XRT error circle of GRB 050717 down to the DSS-2R limiting magnitude. 
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3. Light Curves and Spectroscopy 
3.1. Swift-BAT 
Tlie BAT triggered on the first of two short, small spikes that preceded the main emission 
of GRB 050717. This first spike at To was very soft (photon power-law spectral index 
2.89 f 0.14) and lasted 128 ms. Tlie second short spike began at  To+0.7 s, was of longer 
duration (320 ms) and was much harder (photon index 1.36 f 0.23). The precursors are 
shown in detail in tlie left-hand panels of Fig 1. These small precursors were followed by the 
main pulse, which displayed the comnioii fast rise, exponential decay (FRED) profile. The 
int.ensity rose from background to peak within 450 ms then began t.0 decay with an avcrage 
exponential decay constant 1.822::;:. Tlie full light curve is shown in the right-hand panels 
of Fig 1. The peak count rate was nieasured by BAT to be -16000 counts s-' at To+4 s in 
the 15-350 keV band. On top of this slow decay, there were at least four other pcaks, showing 
a gradual spectral softening. The duration TgO (15-350 keV) is 86 f 2 s (estimated error 
including systematics). Tlie total fluence in t'he 15-350 keV band is (1.40 * 0.03) xl[F5 erg 
The l-s peak photon flux measured from Tof2.8 s in tlie 15 -350 band is 8.5 * 0.4 
ph cm-2 s-'. All the quoted errors are at  the 90% confidence level. 
Tlie BAT data were binned into eleven time bins to track the spect.ra1 evolution of the 
prompt emission. This is shown in t,he lower panels of Fig 1. Starting with the main peak, 
there is clear evidence of spectral softening as the burst, progresses. Tlicn a.fter Tof91 s, the 
BAT spectmrn hardens again. The fit to the BAT data only over Tot-91 to To+l50 s yields 
a power-law photon index of 1.08 h0.32. A joint fit to the BAT and XRT data over the 
same t.inie period (see Section 3.3) gives a, phot,on index of 1.61 * 0.08. The low BAT flux 
at  these times limits statistically memingfiil fits to the entire interval. However, given tlie 
spectral variation demonstrated earlier in the burst, it is quite possible that there is spectral 
evolution occurring at  these times as well and the overall spectral fits should be interpreted 
with caution. 
3.2. Konus-WIND 
The Konus-Wind light curve is shown in three energy bands in Fig 2, and the 21-1300 keV 
light curve (see Fig 3) is similar to the Swift-BAT light curve. The long decaying tail is 
clearly seen in G1 band (21-84 keV), niarginally seen in G2 band (84--360 keV), and not 
seen in G3 band (360-1370 keV). The G2/G1 ratio demonstrates substantial softening of 
the tail as compared to the main pulse. The TgO durations of the burst in GI ,  G2, G3 
energy bands are 99f10 s, 95511 s, 1 8 f 3  s, respectively. For the surri G l f G 2 f G 3 ,  the T g O  
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diir;i.t,ion is 9656 s. 
Emission is seen up to  -6 MeV. The spectnim of the main peak (from Tof2.843 s to  
To+8.219 s )  is well fitted (in the 20 keV-10 h k V  range) by a power law model with a,n 
exponential ciit,off: F(E)  = A x (E/100 keV)-" x exp (z), where E is the energy 
in keV, Epeal; is the peak energy of the v x F ( v )  spect,rum, a is the photon index, and A is 
a iiormaliz;i.t,ion factor. In this fit, a = 1.05 f 0.10 and Epeal; = 22502;;: keV (x2= 83 for 
85 c1.o.f .) .  Fitting jointly with the BAT dat,a gives a = 1.04 & 0.05 and Epeak = 2 4 0 1 ' ~ ~ ~  
kcV (x2=  117 for 143 d.0.f.). Figure 4 shows that, tthe BAT and Konus data can 1 ) ~ :  well fit 
t,o the same Inode1 spectmrri. A fit to the Band (GRBM) model was also att,empt,ed. No 
st,ixtistica,lly significant, high energy power-law tail was est'ablished. The limit on thc high 
energy photon index is ,B > 1.89 (90% C.L.) The low energy photon index a is alrnost, the 
SRII~C c2s for the cut-off power-law nioclcl, a = 1.02?::,7 . .Joint, fits between BAT and Koriiis 
were also niade for two hter time intervals: To+13.851 s To+26.907 s; and To+2G.907 s -- 
T0+54.5% s. The phot.on indices for a simple power-law fit are shown in Figure 1. The first 
of these intervals was also fit with a ciit-off power law, but, only a lower limit to Epeak was 
found: Epeak > 548 keV (90% C.L.) 
-E(2-a) 
The total fluence in the 20 keV to 6 MeV range is S.5?,0:; x lo-' erg crri-2. Thc 64-111s 
peak flux rnei~~urecl from T0+2.86 s in the sanic energy h n d  is T.41'::;: x 10-' erg cm-2 
s-'. The uncertaint,ies in the derived flnence a,nd peak fliix a,re dorninated by uncertaint,ies 
in the high energy part of the spectrum. 
All quoted uncert,aint,ies are a,t t,he 90% confidence level. 
3.3. SwifbXRT 
Thc spectrum between 91 s arid 310 s after the trigger (WT (lata) has an ixveragc photon 
index of 1.65Lk0.11, with the absorption fixed at  its galactic value of 2.22 x lo2' c ~ r i - ~  and an 
indication of an excess absorpt,ion of 2.75 Lk 0.57 x lo2] cmP2 , assuming z = 0 and standard 
(local) interstellar material abundances. The mean unabsorbed flux in WT mode a t  201 s 
(nican time) is 5.76 0.31 x erg cn1r2 s-l in the 0.3-10.0 kcV energy range. 
During the period between To+91 s and To+150 s, a joint fit was rnade to the XRT and 
BAT data. The joint fit gives a photon index of 1.61 & 0.08, with an  excess absorpt)ion of 
3.3Gf::& x lo2' cm-2 ( x 2  = 125 for 115 d.0.f.). This fit, was used to ext,rapolate the BAT 15- 
150 keV flux into the XRT energy range (0.3--10 keV) during the overlap interval assuming 
that, the 1.61 power law index holds in both energy ranges. Since we know the BAT count 
ratJc in the BAT (15- 150 keV) range, we were able to use XSPEC to derive the modcl flux 
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in the 0.3-10 keV band and then calculate a ratio between BAT counts (15-150 keV) and 
flux (0.3-10 keV). For earlier epochs we derived the conversion ratio from the model fits to 
the BAT data alone. We derived a similar ratio between XRT counts (0.3-10 keV) and flux. 
With this extrapolation one can directly compare the early arid later light curves and show 
(Figures 5 and 6) that the prompt emission smoothly transitions to the afterglow emission. 
The data from To+1.17 hr to Tof8.25 hr were also fit with a power law with a photon 
index of 1.35h0.21 and galactic absorption (x2=16.9 for 11 d.0.f.). The model flux over 
0.3-10.0 keV was 1.8f0.41 ~ 1 0 - l ~  ergs cm-2 s-l (3.542:::; x ~ O - ~  photons s-I). In 
this case there was no improvement to the fit by adding excess absorption. Indeed, this later 
spectrum is not consistent wit,h excess absorption at  the level implied by t'he eRrlier W T  
data; the excess absorption is limited at 90% confidence to < 1.5 x crn-2. 
3.4. Post-Burst Emission 
The gamma-ray and X-ray decay light curve is shown in Fig 5. The light curve shows several 
prominent features which can be interpreted in light of the niodels discussed in Zhang et al. 
(2005) (hereafter 205). First, as pointed out earlier there is a smooth transition from the 
prompt BAT emission into the early X-ray emission and a fairly steep decay (power law index 
a1 in the discussion below) until To > - 200 s. This is followed by a possible superimposed 
X-ray flare, a phenomenon qiiite coIrimon in GRBs as observed by Swift (Burrows et al. 
2005b; Bartlielmy et al. 200511). Unfortunately observing constraints cut off observi-itions in 
the middle of the possible flare, and the statistics do not allow for a meaningful fit to a flare 
component. Observations resumed again at To+ 4214 s, with a return to a power-law decay, 
with a shallower power law index (a2 below). 
In order to fit the data to reasonable X-ray emission models, two intervals were removed: 
BAT data points before To+ 50 s, which were believed to be part of the prompt emission, 
and XRT data points between To+500 and the end of the first observation, so that the fit is 
not contaminated by the possible flare. Three different fits were made and are discussed in 
turn. 
First, we tried a broken power law. This gave a power law index a1 = 2.10?:,;: for the 
steep part of the light curve, a break t,ime of 203 + 26 s and an index a2 = 1.48 50.02 for the 
shallow part (x2  = 159 for 111 d.0.f.). The steep part of the curve (a1 = 2.10) corresponds 
to region I in Fig. 1 of 205. According to 205, if this time can be interpreted as the curvature 
effect (Kumar & Panaitescu 2000; Dermer 2004), the index should be a = 2 + ,8, where ,B 
is the energy index of the spectrum of the emission. Taking ,O = 0.62, we shoiild have a1 = 
2.62, as compsrcd to  the observed vahle of 2.10 
One fa.ctor which coiild lead to a deviation from the cr = 2 + ,O relation is that the decay 
curve seen could he a superposition of two separate decay power laws, one steep diie to the 
curvature component,, and one shallow due to  the forward shock component. So a fit was 
ml-ide to a superposition model: F ( t )  = A x +C x t-"', where A and C are normalization 
fact,ors. This fit gave a steep index a1 = 3.01-o.23 and a shallow index a2 = 1.43 f 0.04 
( x 2  = 161 for 110 d.0.f). Stabistically this fit is indistinguishable from the broken power law. 
However the physical interpreta.bion is more straightforward. The steep index (a1 = 3.01) is 
the decay of the tail of the internal shock emission, which is superimposed on an unclerlying 
afterglow componcnt with a decay index of cr2 = 1.43. The afterglow component, becorncs 
dominant at To+ - 100 s. 
+0.55 
An alternative model is that one of the peaks seen in the light curve near To+ N 50 s 
is the onset of t,he external shock. To test, this hypothesis, we performed a fit to  a single 
power law, but allowed the time of the sta.rt, of tlie a.fterglow t80 be a frec parameter: F ( t )  = 
A x  (t-to)-&, whcre A is the normalization. This fit gave to = 28.812.4 s and a = 1.4410.02 
( x 2  = 171.7 for 111 d.0.f.) This decay index is consistcfit wit,h thc latc tirnc dccay irides 
in the other t,wo fits arid gives further credence to the idea t,liat we are sceing tho influence 
of the ext,ernal shock tliroughout the afterglow light, curve. However, there is no st,at,ist,ical 
reason to  favor this model ovcr the other two. In fact x2 is somewhat l q e r  for the single 
power law model. Kobayashi et, al. (2006) have derived i i  roiigh relationship between t o  arid 
the onset of thc afterglow; iising this relationship, we predict that tlie a,ft,erglow should have 
begun at To+ N 40 s ,  consistent with a peak seen in the light. curve. 
It, is instruct,ive to compare the measured temporal index (a2 M 1.4) with the values 
predicted by the simple afterglow niodels compiled by Zhang & MitszSros (2004). At, lat8e 
times (t >1.17 hr), we should be in the slow cooling regime, and the spectral index of 
GRB 050717, ,O = 0.35 rt 0.21, is consistent only with the regime where v, < v < v,. Here, 
following Zhang & M6szAros (2004), v is the spectral frequency of the emission, and v, and 
v, are the synchotron freqiiency and cooling freqiiency, respectively. Using ,B = 0.35 2c 0.21, 
we have the elect~ron-acceleration power-law index p = l+2p = 1.72Z0.4. Using the equations 
in Table 1 of Zhang & MkszAros (2004) and t,aking p > 2, we derive values for a of 0.5 2Z0.3, 
and 1.0 f 0.3 for thc ambient interstelliir rriediurri (ISM) (Mitssxhs & Rees 1997; Sari, Piran, 
& Narayan 1998) and wind models (Chevalier & Li 2000), respectively. If 1 < p < 2, we 
derive cr values of 0.7 rt 0.1, 1.2 2Z 0.05, again for the ISM and wind models, resp 
'We have chilnlgd the signs of N and p in the equations of Zliang gi M6sxiiros (2004) to cmnforni to the 
definition F, cc t - T f i  used in this paper. 
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We see t,hat the late-time temporal index (a2 M 1.4) is inconsistent with the ISM model and 
marginally consistent with the wind model. This analysis shows that at 1at.e times emission 
is dominated by the forward shock with a wind density profile. 
In order for the afterglow of GRB 050717 to have v, < v < vc, it must be observed at 
a time such that t > t,, where the critical time t, is defined in 205. This puts constraints on 
the wind parameter A,, which is defined in (Chevalier & Li 2000) as being proportional to 
the wind mass loss rate divided by the wind velocity (units g cni-I). The parameter A, must 
be in the range 0.01---0.001, which is similar to the limit derived for GR.B 050128 (Campana 
et al. 2005). 
The late time shallow decay (index - 1.4) continues until the flux becomes unobservilble 
to the XRT. A lower limit is set for summed observations after To+2.6 days. Since there is 
no apparent break to a steeper decay in the light curve, the lower limit on a jet-break time 
is t b  > 1.4 days. 
4. Discussion 
4.1. Spectral Lag 
It is possible to derive an estimate of the spectral lag of the BAT data between Channel 1 
(1525 keV) and Channel 4 (100-350 keV). From the spectral lag we can use the rncthodology 
of Norris, Marani, & Bonnell (2000) and ;“;orris (2002) to derive limits on the redshift of the 
GRB and on the isotropic luminosity of the peak of the emission. The spectral lag was 
derived for the main peak of emission (from T0+2.26 s tro Tof5.8 s). The lag was found to 
be 2.5ti.i ms. Hence the measured lag is statistically consistent with zero. The lag was also 
measured for several other intervals during the burst and with time rebinning ranging from 
2 ms to 16 nis. In all cases, the measured lag was small, positive and consistent with zero. 
Such a low value for lag is quite unique for a long burst since Norris (2002) has shown that 
the dynamic range of lags for long bursts spans - 25 ms to  N 300 ms. In fact out of the 
90 brightest bursts studied by Norris (2002), only 2% show a lag as small as that of GRB 
050717. 
One can use the lag, the measured peak flux, and Epeak to set lower limits on the distance 
to burst. Using the peak flux of 1.69 I!E 0.16 x lop6 ergs cm-2 s-’ (15-350 keV; Tot2.752 s to 
Tot3.008 s), the parameters from the joint Konus-BAT fits to the main peak (Section 3.2) 
and the +2a limit on the lag (8.3 ms), one derives a redshift of 2.7 and a peak luminosity of 
3.9 x ergs s-’ (15-350 keV). The fit is relatively insensitive to variations in either peak 
flux or Epeak and other spectral fit parameters. Since smaller values of spectral lag woiild lead 
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to larger redshift,s, this valiie, z = 2.7, can be considered the 20 lower limit on the redshift; 
sirriilizrly the luminosity is also a, lower limit. Such a large redshift is consistent, with the 
non-detection of an optical or infrared counterpart t o  the afterglow (Sections 2.5 and 4.2) 
itnd with the non-detection of a jet break (Section 3.4). The corresponding lower limits on 
the isot,ropic radiated energy, the isotropic peak luniinosit,y (both 20-6000 keV) , m d  peak 
energy in the source rest frame are E:" > 1.0 x erg s-l, arid 
E,',":; > 8900 keV (for a standard cosmology: CIM = 0.3, f l ~  = 0.7, Ho = 70 krn ti-' Mpc-l). 
A consist,ent, interpretation of such a small lag is t,hat, tlic high euergy emission from 
GR,B 050717 has been retlshiftecl clownward more than usual into the BAT cncrgy rarigc. It 
h w  been shown (Norris et al. 1996; Fenirnore & Bloom 1995) t.liat the high energy component 
of burst emission shows na.rrower peaks and more variatioii than is seen at, lower energies. 
Sliift,irig siich spiky peaks into tlie BAT range would cmse the mec?siired lag to he smaller 
than what would be observed in long bursts at lower redshifts. 
ergs, L z ,  > 8.7 x 
Norris & Borinell (2005) have pointed oiit t,hut, nimy short burstas seen by BATSE, 
Swift ~ Koniis-Wind, a.nd HETE-2 have ext,encled eniission starting a few seconds aft,er t,he 
short spike and lasting for --tens of seconds. Sincc short bursts narc also lmown t,o lime 
short la,gs (Norris, Scargle, & Bonnell 2001), is it possible that GR,B 050717 is in fact> a 
shorts burst'? This burst lizs a pair of precursors of duration 128 nis and 320 nis, followed by 
> 100 s of extcndcd emission along with a spectral lag consistxnt with short GR.Bs. However, 
two propert,ies of GRB 050717 argiic: strongly against, it being a short, h r s t .  First of all, 
t,he spectt,ra of the precursors of this burst are significaritly softer thaai the extJendcd emission 
(see Fig 1), while in a11 short bursts with extended einission the short spikes are sigiiificix1itJy 
harder than the extended emission. Secondly, in GR.B 050717, the flux is dominated by 
the extended emission, while in short bursts, the flux is dominated by the short episode of 
emission. Therefore, it is more likely t,liat GR.C 050717 is irid(:ed long burst wen at i i  lixrgz 
distance. 
Using ix relationship derived by Liang & Zhang (2O05) we can use the measured Epeak 
and tlie limits on liiniinosity and redshift to set a lowcr liniit on the jet break time for trhis 
burst. After re-arranging Eqiiation 5 in Liang & Zhang (2005): 
Here t b  is the jet break t h e  in days in the observer frame, Ey,iso,52 > 100 is the isotropic 
energy in units of los2 ergs arid Ep=2400 keV is the observed peak energy. Errors on the 
exponents in the eqiiation lime been suppressed sirice the calculation is domixii-tttd 11y w x m  
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in the input paramet,ers. With these values and z=2.7, wc can derive a lower limit on t b  of 
88 days. As we saw in Section 3.4 this is fully consistent with the observations. 
4.2. Lack of Optical Counterpart 
As noted in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, no optical counterpart to GRB 050717 was found. The 
deepest limits were those obtained from PROMPT, at 21.7 (Rc, Tof13.67 hr) and 21.5 (Ic, 
Tof16.02 hr). What conclusions can be drawn from the lack of an infrared counterpart? 
First of all, is GR.B 050717 a dark burst? Jakobsson et al. (2004) make a comparison 
between the observed X-ray flux and the R-band magnitude of the afterglow at ten hours 
after the trigger for a large set of bursts and define a dark burst as a burst lying in a certain 
region of the log(FOpt)-log(Fx) diagram. For GR.B 050717, the X-ray flux interpolated to 
ToflO hr is 0.015 pJy (see Figure 5) and the R-hand limit extrapolat,ed t.0 To+10 hr would 
be R, ~ 2 1 . 5 .  This is solidly within the bright burst, region of the. Jakobsson et al. (2004) 
diagram; thus it is not possible to say that this is a dark burst given how late the optical 
limits are. 
Similarly the lack of a counterpart cannot be used as confirmation of the high redshift. 
Assuming z = 2.7, the Lyman edge would be redshifted to 91.2 nm(z + 1) = 337 nni. This 
is consistent with the relatively shallow ultraviolet lirnits set by UVOT, but the count.erpart 
could still easily be observed in the I band. I t  is instructive to  cornpare the infrared observa- 
tions of GRB 050717 to those of GRB 050904, a high redshift (2  = 6.29) burst for which an 
infrared counterpart was found. However, the IR. observations of GRB 050004 were either 
much earlier (J- 17.5, To+ N 3 hr) (Haislip et al. 2005) or much deeper (I- 22.9 f 0.6, 
To+ - 37 hr) (Perley et al. 2005) than those obtained for GRB 050717. The lack of an 
observed counterpart to GRB 050717 must, be attributed to the lateness of the observations. 
5. Conclusions 
The long gamma-ray burst GRB 050717 shows a number of interesting features which 
can be interpreted in light of the predominant models of bursts and their afterglows. First 
of all the short spectral lag tells 11s that this burst is at  a high redshift ( z  > 2.7) and hence 
has a large intrinsic luminosity (Lpeak > 8.7 x erg s-').  The features observed in the 
burst are likely representative of spiky high energy features red-shifted to the BAT energy 
range. 
The main emission of the burst clearly exhibits hard to soft spectral evolution izs dis- 
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cussed in Zliang 8i 31Csz;iros (2004) and Norris et, a1. (1986). The light ciirve of the prompt 
emission (Fig 1) begins with two short, faint,, spectmlly soft, spikes, followed by a,n intense 
peak which is the hardest portion of the h s t .  The h s t  interisity envelope as seen above 15 
keV decays over the next N 150 seconds until it becomes det,ectable only at lower energies. 
Superimposed on the overall decay are at least foiir subsidiary peaks, each of which is less 
intense and softer than the one before. However the spectra of the peaks are harder than 
the intervening valleys. Furthcrrnore, as seen in Figs 1 arid 3, each pea,k is tinie-asymnietric 
at all energies. Thus the time profile of this burst, is a very good example of the overall t,iIne 
,?symmetry described by Nemiroff et a1. (1994). 
GRB 050717 also dernonstrates niariy of the featlures of the unified picture of the late 
time evolution of GRB emission (Zlnang et a1. 2005; Noiisek et al. 2005; Panaitescii et, d. 
2005). When the BAT fliix is ext,rapolated t,o t,he 0.3 -10 keV energy range it is seen that, t,he 
prompt emission smoothly transitions into the slowly decaying phase. During the early X- 
ray emission of GR.B 050717, thc decay inclcx is sornc-:wliatJ less steep than would be expect,ed 
if it, were due solely to the tail emission of the prompt. GRB. As discussed in Sectlion 3.4, 
this cwn be interpret,ed as a superposition of tail and extcrnal shock eniissiori, idthough 
other interprctat,ions tire also disciissed. The decay trend is consistent with the onset of the 
afterglow occurring at, To+ - 45 s. Before r h t a  coll ion was cut, off by an orbital constra.int 
at, N 800 s after the brigger, the light curve shows evidence of the start, of a,n X-ray flare, 
Wht:~i observations take up a,gaiii, the flux is mudl weaker and the decay index is sliallow, 
since at this time thc afterglow is dominated by thc forward shock. The flux became too 
faint, to observe heforc t,he expected jet brcak at, t 6  > 90 days. 
Most of the burst and afterglow properties are common and easily interpreted. This is 
an indication that, t.hese properties also hold for bright, high redshift, bursts. 
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See next page for caption. 
Fig. 1. - Background siibtractjetl BAT light ciirves, power-law fit, indices and hardness ratios 
for GRB 050717. The panels on the right show the full duration of the prompt emission; 
t,hosc on the left zoom in to show the precursor peaks in the light ciirves more clearly. Light 
curves (top four sets of plots): The rate is corrected for the effective area as a fiinctiori 
of soiirce location in t,he field of view before and during the slew. After the slew the source 
is on-nxis. The start and end of the slew to the target are shown by vertical lines. The burst 
chrat,ion rrimsiircs Tgo and T50  are shown by horizontal lines in the right hand plots, with 
T90 shown abovc T50. The time liinning is 1 s for the right-hiind plots and 64 Iris for those on 
the left,. Power Law fit photon index (fifth set of plots): Separate fits were made to 
each t,inie interval indicated. The BAT data (pla,in symbols) are best fit by a simple power 
law. The plot also shows joint fits to the BAT ;ind Wind data (open diamonds) and to the 
BAT and XRT data (open square). For the left,Iriost BAT/Wind point, the index a of the 
cut-off power ltu. fit, (see text) is shown. For the ot,lier joint, fit points, the photon index froni 
a power-law fit is sliown. BAT hardness ratios (lower two sets of plots): Two sets 
of ratios (defined on  t,he plot,) are shown to illustrate t,he sp ral hardening during ttic rise 
to the: main peak, followed by a softening RS t,lic pronipt, erriission evolves. The find data. 
poiilts sliow a sccond liardening of the spcc:trimi. The time scxlc is thc samc for :dl plots in 
a vertical coliinin. 
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Fig. 2.- The Konus-WIND light curve for GRB 050717 in three energy bands. The data 
before T-To(K-W) =-0.512 s were recorded in the waiting mode with 2.944-s time resolution, 
after that data were recorded at finer time resolution and binned at 1.024 sec. The energy 
bands used in the hardness ratios at the bottom of the plot are defined in the top panels of 
the plot. 
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Fig. Tlio background subtracted BAT (top panel) and Konus-WIYD (bot,tom) light 
curves on the sanie time scale. The plots have been adjusted so that the trigger time for 
both plots are the same relative to the burst,. This nieiins that To in the lower plot’ is a c t ~ l ~ l l y  
To(BAT) plus the propagation time between the spacecrafts (2.369 s). 
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Fig. 4.- .Joint fit to a cut-off power law model (defined in the text) for the BAT and Konus- 
Wind data during the main peak of emission Tof2.843 s to T0+8.219 s. The value of Epeat 
for this fit is 2401?,7:: keV. Points from the BAT spectrum are shown a,s crosses, those from 
the Koniis spectrum are shown as filled triangles. 
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Fig. 5.--- The coiii1)ined BAT prompt, emission and XRT afterglow light curve. Points in 
t,he BAT light, curve have been extrapolated from the BAT 15-150 keV energy band to t,he 
XRT 0.3-10 keV band and corrected for differences in the effective area (see discussion in t,hc 
text,). This shows how the prompt emission makes a sniooth transition into the afterglow. 
The broken power law fitJ to the X-ray light, curve decay is also shown (a1 = 2.10; a2 = 1.48). 
The last dat,a point, (upper limit) was combined from five orhit,s in PC  node. 
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Table 1. UVOT Limiting m;agnit.iides 
Filt,er Exposure (s) T l n L d  (s) 3-sigma limit 
V 168 424 19 00 
B 15 524 19 59 
U 78 511 19 34 
UVWl 78 498 18 62 
UVR.12 78 483 18.79 
uvw2 68 498 18 73 
I- 
Note. - Data taken from GCN 3638 (Blustin et al). 
T m i d  is the mid-point of the summed observation mea- 
sured with respect to the BAT trigger time To. 
